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ABSTRACT

Wall conditioning in DIII–D is one of the most important factors in achieving reproducible

high confinement discharges. For example, the very high confinement mode (VH–mode) was

only discovered after boronization, a CVD technique to deposit a thin boron film over the entire

surface of the tokamak. In order to evaluate wall conditions and provide a data base to correlate

these wall conditions with tokamak discharge performance, a series of nominally identical

reference VH–mode discharges (1.6 MA, 2.1 T, double-null diverted) were taken at various

times during a series of experimental campaigns with evolving wall conditions. These reference

discharges have allowed a quantitative determination of how the wall conditions have evolved.

For instance, core carbon and oxygen levels in the VH–mode phase remained at historically low

levels during the 1995 run year and there was also a steady decrease in the oxygen levels at

plasma initiation during this period. We will discuss the long term changes in low Z impurities

and the effect of wall conditioning techniques such as boronization and baking on these

impurities. In addition, the evolution of the deuterium recycling rates will be discussed.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Steady progress in fusion research on the DIII–D tokamak [1] has been at least partially due

to better first wall materials and improvements in wall conditioning techniques. However, the

effects of wall conditioning are often long term and difficult to assess when implementing the

complex DIII–D experimental program which incorporates plasmas with greatly different

parameters. In order to assess wall conditions more quantitatively and provide input on whether

conditions are sufficient to execute a specific experiment, a series of nominally identical

reference discharges has been performed during the past five years. The effects of wall

conditioning in DIII–D measured with these reference discharges is the subject of this paper.

The DIII–D tokamak has an Inconel vacuum vessel designed for ultrahigh vacuum, with a

base pressure of P<2.0×10-8 Torr. In operation since 1986 at General Atomics, it includes both rf

and neutral beams for plasma heating and shaping, and has operated in a variety of different

magnetic configurations and confinement regimes with near fusion reactor relevant parameters.

The vessel itself is a toroidal shell with a D-shaped cross section. It has a volume of 35 m3, a

major radius of 1.67 m and a minor radius of 0.67 m. Plasma currents of up to 3 MA with a

toroidal magnetic field of 2.1 T are achievable. Except for port openings the DIII–D vessel is

fully armored with graphite tiles (Union Carbide ATJ). The purpose for the graphite tiles is to

reduce the metallic impurity influx into plasma discharges.

Careful conditioning of the DIII–D vessel, particularly the graphite tiles, must be performed

in order to obtain high performance plasma discharges [2]. The principal methods for

conditioning the graphite tiles for plasma discharge operation are baking, boronization, and He

glow discharge cleaning [3]. These methods are discussed below.

The DIII–D vessel is routinely baked up to an average temperature of 350°C. Baking reduces

absorbed impurities such as water, oxygen (primarily as CO) and nitrogen. In addition, baking
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lowers the bulk concentration of deuterium in the tiles allowing for better density control during

a plasma discharge. Deuterium is released from the tiles as D2, hydrocarbons and as D2O.

Boronization, first done on the TEXTOR tokamak [4], is a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

technique to deposit a thin boron film (approximately 100 nm) over the entire surface of the

tokamak. With the vessel at 250°C to 300°C a glow discharge is run, with a gas mixture of 20%

diborane (B2D6) and 80% helium, to deposit the boron film. Boronization reduces oxygen, coats

metallic surfaces minimizing metallic impurity influx, and covers loose graphite resulting in

lower levels of impurities in the plasma.

He glow discharge cleaning, performed before every plasma discharge, lowers the near

surface concentration of deuterium and controls oxygen levels [3]. Typical glow sessions last 5

to 10 minutes with current densities of 7 µA/cm2 and average electrode voltages of 300 V.
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II.  REFERENCE DISCHARGES

Initially, reference discharges consisted of low power ohmically heated discharges similar to

the programs on other tokamaks [5]. However except under conditions where the tokamak walls

were very “dirty”, e.g. due to a large air leak, there was little variation in the intrinsic impurities

or performance of these discharges. High performance, auxiliary heated very high confinement

(VH–mode) discharges were then chosen as the reference discharge set. These discharges have

the advantage that they are very sensitive to wall conditions. For example VH–mode can only be

achieved if the DIII–D first wall has a low oxygen and deuterium content and VH–mode was

only discovered after the DIII–D tokamak was boronized [6]. Due to the importance of providing

a well conditioned first wall, these reference discharges have been integrated into the DIII–D

experimental program.

Parameters for these discharges are 1.6 MA, 2.1 T, double-null diverted VH–mode. A typical

reference discharge is shown in Fig. 1. The target density at 1800 ms was approximately

2.8×1019 m-3. A low target density is necessary in order to obtain VH–mode. A single neutral

beam source (2.5 MW) is turned on at 1000 ms and at 1800 ms the injected power is increased to

approximately 8 MW. This additional power causes the plasma to transition from a regime of

low energy confinement (L–mode) to a regime of high energy confinement (H–mode) [7]. This

transition, called the L–H transition, occurs approximately 50–200 ms after the additional beam

power at 1800 and can be seen as a drop in the Dα signal, which indicates the creation of a

transport barrier which increases the particle confinment time and decreases the particle flow to

the divertor.

After the plasma has entered the H–mode phase, with the proper wall conditions there can be

another transition into VH–mode. The transition to VH–mode is indicated by the increase in the

energy confinement time, τe, from the steady state level it had achieved in H–mode (Fig. 1). For

a VH–mode transition to occur the machine must be well-conditioned with low recycling, low
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density, low impurity levels, and low radiated power. Since the reference discharges were

performed as part of the DIII–D experimental campaign, wall conditions allowed VH–mode to

be reproducibly obtained. Reference discharges were not attempted when the machine was

“dirty”, such as during the vent recovery phase after a major machine opening.
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Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of a typical VH–mode reference discharge (Ip=1.6 MA, BT=2.1 T).
The analysis times at 1760 and 2050 ms are shown with solid lines. The L–H
transition (occurring at 1830 ms) is quick and well defined. The H–VH transition is
also shown.

To quantitatively compare the reference discharges two analysis times were chosen. The first

analysis time occurs at 1760 ms with the plasma in the L–mode phase. During the elm-free

period following the L–H transition (indicated by the low Dα signal) the plasma parameters are

continually evolving. The L–H transition was used as a reference point with the second analysis

time 200 ms later during the H–mode phase since conditions during H–mode can affect the

VH–mode transition. The transition from L–mode to H–mode is very sharp and distinct. In
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contrast, the transition from H–mode to VH–mode is more gradual and it not always as well

defined.

The reference discharges were obtained at various times during the experimental campaigns,

including just prior to and just after a boronization. The reference discharge parameters were

incorporated into a database which quantitatively tracked long term trends in vessel wall

conditions and provided input on the proper time to boronize the vessel. A large variety of data

was collected including information on impurities, radiated power, confinement times, neutron

yield, and the mean ionic charge, Zeff. Zeff is defined as   Z n ni i e
2∑  where Zi is the atomic

number of the ith atom (usually D, He, C, O and N in DIII–D). The following section will focus

on the impurities due to the large effect they can have on plasma performance.
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III.  IMPURITY LEVELS

One of the most important factors in obtaining reproducible high performance plasma

discharges is the control of impurities from the wall. If impurities enter the discharge they cause

the plasma to lose energy through line radiation, loss of confinement, MHD instabilities and they

increase the value of Zeff. Low Zeff values are important for several reasons. First, central

impurity accumulation, i.e. high Zeff(0), dilutes the hydrogen central species on axis, which

reduces the neutron rate, a key parameter in high performance discharges. Second, impurities can

cause loss of confinement by termination of the high energy confinement phase, e.g. H–mode or

VH–mode. Finally, even small increases in low Z impurities, such as helium, can be detrimental

when attempting high performance discharges in tokamaks [8].

The vessel, except for port openings, has been completely armored with graphite tiles since

1993. Due to this armoring there is little radiation loss from metallic impurities [9]. Instead the

principal impurities are carbon, oxygen, helium and nitrogen. The concentrations of these

impurities in the center of the discharge are determined from measured UV impurity charge

exchange line intensities, calculated neutral beam penetration, and electron temperature and

density profiles measured by Thomson scattering.

Carbon influxes are due to sputtering from the graphite walls. The sources of oxygen are from

small air leaks on the vessel (the total air leak rate is approximately 2×10-5 Torr-l/s) and from

water absorbed in the graphite tiles. The central oxygen and carbon levels from the plasma

discharge during the H–mode phase are plotted for the past several years in Fig. 2(a) and

Fig. 2(b), respectively. Dashed lines indicate boronizations and solid diamonds indicate reference

discharges taken within 30 discharges after a boronization. During 1992 the graphite coverage

was only 40% of the vessel walls. Oxygen levels gradually declined in 1992 while carbon levels

remained stable. At the beginning of 1993 the graphite tile coverage was increased to full
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Fig. 2. (a) The central oxygen and (b) carbon concentration during the ELM free H–mode

phase of the reference discharges shows a decrease from 1992 to 1995. Dashed lines
indicate boronizations and solid diamonds indicate discharges within 30 discharges of a
boronization.
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coverage of the vessel. Careful attention was given to cleaning and outgassing the new tiles for

installation in the DIII–D vessel [9]. In addition, the graphite tiles previously installed in the

vessel were removed and all the impurities, including the boron film, on the tile surfaces were

removed by grit-blasting [10]. Initial operation with the all graphite wall showed appreciably

lower levels of both carbon and oxygen impurities. However, wall conditions degraded during

the next several run weeks with both carbon and oxygen returning to 1992 levels. Due to the

deteriorating wall conditions it was decided to boronize the vessel. Following this first

boronization in 1993, with the new all-graphite wall, boron and oxygen levels fell to historically

low levels. With continuing boronizations, this low level has been maintained until the present.

However, there is a large variation in the carbon and oxygen levels for both 1993 and 1994. One

reason for this could be due to a large asymmetry in the boron film deposition resulting in

exposed graphite which could form a loose carbon layer. In addition, with the asymmetric film

there could be a reduction in the passivation of surface oxygen. This asymmetry was caused by

two factors both relating to the gas delivery system.

At the beginning of 1993 the diborane gas distribution system was upgraded. Prior to 1993 the

gas for the boronization process was injected into the machine from two locations 180° apart

toroidally. From studies of surface samples placed around the vessel it was determined that the

boron film was not being deposited uniformly. The boron film decayed away from the two

injectors with an e-folding length of 0.9 m [11]. The 1993 upgrade consisted of splitting the two

main feedlines into 16 stainless steel tubes routed around the vessel (with average runs of

20 feet) to various injection points. These injection points were spaced uniformly around the

vessel to provide a distributed gas load and thus a more uniform boron film. During an inspection

of the machine after the first boronization in 1993 it was discovered that three of these lines had

ruptured. These lines were capped and not repaired until the end of 1993. In 1994 it was

discovered that several of the boron tubes had become clogged. The vessel is heated during the

boronization process and when the diborane flows through the thin tubes flakes of elemental

boron form in the tubes. From the study of surface samples placed uniformly around the machine
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a large asymmetry in the boron film thickness was found that correlated with the location of the

non-functioning tubes. An attempt was made to blow the tubes clean at the end of 1994. A check

of samples later in 1995 indicated that the boron film was much more uniform.  The lines were

blown clean again at the end of 1995.

Throughout 1995, both carbon and oxygen remained at historically low levels. During the

1995 run year the carbon and oxygen levels did not decrease following boronizations. During the

ELM free phase the carbon concentration was 0.5%–2.0%, the oxygen concentration was 0.1%–

0.3%, and the radiated power was 20%–50% of the total input power. Based on the constant low

levels of carbon and oxygen it was decided to decrease the frequency of boronization from every

three operational weeks to every six operational weeks. A typical run week has approximately

150 plasma discharges.

At the end of 1995 there was a month long air vent. This resulted in elevated carbon and

oxygen levels at the beginning of 1996. After the first boronization, the levels return to 1995

levels. At the end of the first six week run period there was little increase in oxygen levels,

however, there was a moderate  increase in the carbon level. The carbon level dropped following

the second boronization but rose again during the following run period. This increase in the

carbon level is due to a large reduction in the thickness of the boron film deposited during the

boronizations in 1996. A study of surface samples indicated that very little boron was being

deposited  in the vessel. The in-vessel lines were found to be heavily clogged with boron flakes.

The working hypothesis is that blowing the lines clean does not remove all the flakes. As the

boron flakes continued to form in the in-vessel tubes, they increased the surface area in the tubes,

which accelerated the pyrolysis of the diborane. Eventually, the tubes became clogged to the

point where very little diborane made it into the vessel.

Helium glow discharge was used between every discharge to lower the deuterium recycling

level. Due to this there was always a small background level (1%–3%) of helium in the vessel

(Fig. 3). However, just after a boronization there was a large increase in the helium level (solid

diamonds indicate reference discharges within 30 discharges of a boronization). The feedgas for
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boronization consisted of a mixture of 20% B2D6 and 80% helium and even though a high

temperature bake followed each boronization session not all the helium was removed from the

tiles. Changes in Zeff, due to increased helium influx, of up to 0.16 have been observed. Thus

while oxygen and carbon influxes were generally reduced after boronization, the increase in

helium offset some of the advantage, at least initially. The increase in helium was temporary and

decayed away to normal background levels within 30 plasma discharges.
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Fig. 3. The central helium level is stable during the 1995 and 1996 years. The two high
values are for discharges directly following a boronization. This temporary increase in
the helium level can increase Zeff  by 0.16.

The central nitrogen level remained at a low constant level during the 1995 and 1996 run year

except for two sets of reference discharges (Fig. 4). The first set (87774, 87775) was after the

vessel had been vented to dry N2 for repairs to a port. Following pump-down, the vessel was

baked for 8 hours with the temperatures up to 330°C. Despite the bake, the N2 level was

approximately 20 times higher than normal. The second anomalously high value (90774)

occurred just prior to the end of 1995 run year. This reference discharge was taken on the first
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day of plasma operations after the machine had been idle for approximately one month and the

experiment on the last day of operations had puffed large amounts of N2 into the plasma. This N2

remained in the tiles during the month long maintenance period only being desorbed during

plasma operations.
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Fig. 4. The central nitrogen level remains stable throughout 1995 and 1996 except for two
sets of discharges. The first set (86777, 86779) is caused by a dry N2 vent to air
just prior to operations and the second (87774) with an experiment that ran just
prior to the reference discharge where large amounts of N2 were puffed into the
plasma.

The above discussion focused on the level of core plasma impurities during the H–mode

phase. Another indication of the cleanliness of the first wall is the oxygen line intensity, O V

(629.7 Å), at the time of plasma initiation (Fig. 5). During 1995 this initial oxygen level declined

during the entire year. After the prolonged air vent at the beginning of 1996 there was a large

increase in the initial oxygen level. After the first boronization in 1996, the oxygen level

decreased to a low level and remained there for the remainder of the year except for reference
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discharge 90236. The high level on discharge 90236 was due to a temporary air leak that had

occurred just prior to the day’s operations.
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Fig. 5. The initial oxygen level for 1995 shows a continuous decline. There is an air vent at
the beginning of 1996 causing the oxygen level to increase. Following the first
boronization in 1996 the levels drop back down to the 1995 levels. They remain here
for the remainder of the run period run period except for discharge 90236. On this
shot there was a temporary air leak on the morning of plasma operations.
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IV.  DEUTERIUM RECYCLING

The recycling rate is an important factor in the density control of plasma discharges. When

the graphite coverage of the vessel was increased from 9% to 40% (1988–1991) H–mode

discharges could not be re-established until helium glow discharge cleaning was developed.

Helium glow discharge reduces the recycling rate, allowing for better density control, which is a

necessary prerequisite for obtaining H–mode. In our present mode of operation a five to ten

minute He glow discharge is run before every plasma discharge. When the glow time was

shortened from 10 to 5 minutes for the reference discharges the wall recycling rate tended to

increase.
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V.  CONCLUSION

Reference VH–mode discharges were developed on the DIII–D machine. These discharges

have allowed us to quantitatively track the central impurities in the machine. The reference

discharge parameters were incorporated into a database which allows rapid determination on

whether conditions are sufficient to execute a specific experiment. With the addition of the

graphite wall and the upgraded boronization system the impurity levels have been reduced to

historically low levels allowing for the operation of reproducible high performance discharges.

Variations in the impurity levels during 1993 and 1994 appear to be due to non-uniform films

caused by the rupture of the boronization gas feed lines and to their clogging with elemental

boron flakes formed by the pyrolysis of diborane. When the boronization system was optimized

during 1995 the impurities remained at historically low levels. For 1995, during the ELM free

phase of the discharge, the central carbon concentration was 0.5%–2.0%, the oxygen

concentration was 0.1%–0.3%, and the radiated power was 20%–50% of the total input power.

For 1996 the oxygen level remained fairly constant but the carbon level showed moderate

increases at the end of six week run period. This resulted from the reduced deposition of boron in

the vessel. The working hypothesis is that the pyrolysis of diborane in the in-vessel tubes caused

a steady accumulation of elemental boron flakes in the tubes, which increased the surface area

available for pyrolysis to occur which further accelerated the process. During 1996, the tubes

became clogged to the point where very little diborane made it into the vessel.
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